
Certain memories of 1978 remain vivid to me,
chief among them that it was a make-or-break
year for our family’s small ranch in Central

Oregon. We’d purchased the 400-acre property just four
years earlier, and had spent months clearing tons of
volcanic rock from pastures that we would transform
into hayfields. We’d built miles of fences, using those
gathered rocks to create “rock jacks,” or “rock cribs,” to
serve, in the region’s tradition, as corner braces. We’d
restored an aging barn and, with significant investment,
installed an extensive pipeline system.

Then, in ’78, a drought hit. Ponds remained low, or
dried up altogether, and alfalfa went without irrigation.
The conservancy district’s ditch water, descending from
mountain snowpacks and springs, arrived in a reluctant
and useless trickle. 

Unlike the perpetually green country on the west
side of the Cascades, Central Oregon is high desert.
While Portland might get better than 40 inches of
precipitation in a year, we were accustomed to expecting

around 14. 1978 brought less than half that. 
Farmers and ranchers in our area began contem -

plating drilling new wells, triggering in the community
a short-lived but fanatical infatuation with water-
witching, or dowsing. For the uninitiated, dowsing
could be described, with considerable generosity, as a
pseudoscience – one on par with the reading of tea
leaves – in which a practitioner uses a rudimentary
handheld device – perhaps a bent metal rod or even a
forked stick – to locate underground water or a
promising well site. Google it and you’re likely to come
across the phrase “no more reliable than random chance.”

The alleged principle behind dowsing was never
clear to me – magnetism, magic, a reading of the earth’s
chi. The practice bears shades of alchemy; as alchemists
tried to turn lead to gold, dowsing devotees seek to
conjure water with bullshit. 

Folks became obsessed. They collected short, thin
copper rods, which they’d bend at perfect 90-degree
angles, the pistol-grip configuration being the dowser’s
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preferred spec when working with metal. They gathered
small tree branches and snapped, trimmed and whittled
them to symmetrical Y shapes; the short ends of the Y
were handgrips; the extended third arm would
purportedly react to the vibes emitted by an aquifer. (I
think if you take an incorrect hold on a Y-shaped
dowsing rod, you actually run the risk of traveling
backward in time, or inadvertently hexing an innocent
bystander, Voldemort-style. But as I mentioned, my
understanding of the principles at work were, and
remain, limited. Don’t take my word for it.)

Sympathetic visitors to our ranch – thankfully, none
ever asked for money – would offer to witch well sites
for us. (Witch – that’s a verb!) They’d slowly walk across
pastures, watching intently for any telltale signs – down -
ward tugs, sudden twists or rotations – from the dowsing
rods they held in front of them. More theatrical dowsers
could elicit stronger reactions; divining rods would

come to life, practically dragging their users across fields. 
Even a skeptic couldn’t help but experiment. I recall

gripping an L-shaped copper rod as I made my way by
degrees across a hayfield. With the most invisible of
gestures – a subtle squeeze of my fist – I could send the rod
spinning. True believers must’ve thought I had a rare gift.

I don’t know how the site for our new well was
chosen, or if there had been any input from dowsers. I
recall the drilling process as a source of great emotional
and financial stress. In better years to come, it seemed
you couldn’t dig a posthole on our ranch without hitting
water. But as that drilling rig dug deeper into the earth –
100 feet, 200, 500 – with no results, it appeared the
rapidly accumulating expense invested in the effort
would be for nought. In the mythology that would come
to surround that well, my dad simply tells the driller to
keep digging, adding something about not stopping until
he hits China. In poker terms, we were all in. 

At close to a thousand feet, the rig hit water. The
ground surrounding the new well became a bog as my
dad and the driller took turns posing for celebratory
photos, feeder hose in hand, as a pump brought up
hundreds of gallons. Our drought was over.

A neighbor happened to be on hand. He had a
dowsing rod in the back of his truck. As water pooled
on the ground around the well, I borrowed the Y-shaped
stick and, beginning on dry ground, marched slowly
toward the developing mud patch, water-witching
device in position. I stepped into the muck and my feet
disappeared beneath inches of water freshly sourced
from deep below where I stood. The dowsing rod
offered no reaction. It didn’t angle downward on its
own. It didn’t become heavier in my hands. 

It was as if it were nothing but a stick.  
Maybe I just wasn’t doing it right. 
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The end of the drought of ’78. I’d like to think the
celebratory atmosphere prompted my dad (on the right) 

to treat himself to a new hat. 
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“The Gift,” contributing writer Deanna Dickinson McCall’s essay on the subject of drought, 
appears elsewhere in this issue. 
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